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IP Mobility: Range of the 
Solutions

♢ Goal: delivering packets to a mobile 
node

♢ Core: reaching a moving destination 
through a rendezvous mechanism
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♢ Dynamic Routing
♢ Connexion

♢ Mapping
♢ Mobile IP

♢ BackToMyMack

♢ ILNP

♢ Tracing
¡ Cellular IP
¡ MSM-IP (sparse mode)

♢ Geo-routing
¡ Special case apps
¡ Landmark routing



NDN Mobility Problem
♢ Goal: Retrieve data while either/both 

consumer and producer may be moving
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(Ethernet,	DSL,	ISDN,	
FDDI,	802.11,	etc.)

Opaque	IP	packets:
src IP	address,
dst IP	address

Applications

Libraries

Communication	
media	

(IP,	Ethernet,	 802.11,		
802.15.4,	ZigBee,	etc.)

Uniquely	named,	
immutable,	secured	

data	packets



NDN Mobility Problem 
Components
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Producer	
Mobility

Consumer	
Mobility
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“How	to	return	
requested	data	to	a	
moving	consumer”

“How	to	forward	
Interest	towards	the	
data	created	by	a	

moving	publisher	(MP)”

♢ Network 
knows where 
to forward the 
interest

♢ Stateful
interest 
forwarding to 
return data

♢ Refresh state 
after move 
(re-express 
interests)

♢ Rendezvous 
mechanisms 
for interests 
to meet 
data
¡ Chase MP
¡ Rendezvous 

with data



Identified Producer Mobility 
Approaches

Mobile Producer (MP) Chasing

Mapping
The MP reports to the rendezvous (RV) 
routable name(s) through which its data 
can be retrieved

Tracing
The MP creates a “breadcrumb trail” from 
the RV back to itself, that Interests can 
follow

Rendezvous Data

Data depot The MP moves its data to a known 
stationary depot

Data spot* Data is produced in a stationary region by 
any MP in that region

*Special	 case	appsNOM’2016 5



MP Chasing: Mapping
♢ MP report its current “reachable prefix” to 

the rendezvous

♢ What is the specific function of the 
rendezvous?

♢ How the reachable prefix is carried in an 
interest packet?
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Function of the Rendezvous
♢ Mapping service1,2,3

¡ MP publishes under its 
own namespace

¡ Consumers lookup 
“reachable” prefix for 
MP’s data*

♢ Home agent (HA)4,5,6

¡ MP publishes under HA’s 
prefix

¡ Consumer interests reach 
HA, HA forwards towards 
MP*

[1]	A.	Afanasyev,	C.	Yi,	L.	Wang,	B.	Zhang,	and	L.	Zhang,	“SNAMP:	Secure	namespace	mapping	to	scale	NDN	forwarding,”	in	IEEE	
Global	Internet	Symposium	’15,	2015.
[2]	J.	Lee,	S.	Cho,	and	D.	Kim,	“Device	mobility	management	in	content-centric	networking,”	IEEE	Commun.	Magazine,	2012.
[3]	R.	Ravindran,	S.	Lo,	X.	Zhang,	and	G.	Wang,	“Supporting	seamless	mobility	in	named	data	networking,”	IEEE	ICC,	2012.
[4]	F.	Hermans,	E.	Ngai,	and	P.	Gunningberg,	“Global	source	mobility	in	the	content-centric	networking	architecture,”	in	NoM	
’12,	2012.
[5]	J.	Lee,	S.	Cho,	and	D.	Kim,	“Device	mobility	management	in	content-centric	networking,”	IEEE	Commun.	Magazine,	2012.
[6]	D.-h.	Kim,	J.-h.	Kim,	Y.-s.	Kim,	H.-s.	Yoon,	and	I.	Yeom,	“Mobility	support	in	content	centric	networks,”	in	ICN	’12,	2012.

*	Interests	can	get	satisfied	
before	reaching	MP
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How to Carry the Reachable Prefix 
in Interests

♢ Concatenate
prefixes1,2,3,4,5

Interest
/timewarner/…/a/familty/photos/photo1.jpgName:

...

Data
/timewarner/…/a/familty/photos/photo1.jpgName:

Content: Data
/a/familty/photos/photo1.jpgName:

Content:

?

Interest
/a/familty/photos/photo1.jpgName:

“Hint”: /timewarner/…

Data
/a/familty/photos/photo1.jpgName:

Content:

[1]	D.	Li	and	M.	C.	Cuah,	“SCOM:	A	Scalable	Content	Centric	Network	Architecture	with	Mobility	Support,”	in	IEEE	MSN,	2013.
[2]	J.	Lee,	S.	Cho,	and	D.	Kim,	“Device	mobility	management	in	content-centric	networking,”	IEEE	Commun.	Magazine,	2012.
[3]	R.	Ravindran,	S.	Lo,	X.	Zhang,	and	G.	Wang,	“Supporting	seamless	mobility	in	named	data	networking,”	IEEE	ICC,	2012.
[4]	D.-h.	Kim,	J.-h.	Kim,	Y.-s.	Kim,	H.-s.	Yoon,	and	I.	Yeom,	“Mobility	support	in	content	centric	networks,”	in	ICN	’12,	2012.
[5]	A.	Afanasyev,	“Addressing	Operational	Challenges	in	Named	Data	Networking	Through	NDNS	Distributed	Database,”	Ph.D.	
dissertation,	ULCA,	2013.
[6]	A.	Afanasyev,	C.	Yi,	L.	Wang,	B.	Zhang,	and	L.	Zhang,	“SNAMP:	Secure	namespace	mapping	to	scale	NDN	forwarding,”	in	IEEE	Global	
Internet	Symposium	’15,	2015.
[7]	F.	Hermans,	E.	Ngai,	and	P.	Gunningberg,	“Global	source	mobility	in	the	content-centric	networking	architecture,”	in	NoM ’12,	2012.
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♢ Carry “hints” 1,5,6,7

• New	data	packet	and	new	
signaturecan be	pre-selected

• Only	one	reachable	prefix	
can	be	pre-selected

• Original	data	names	&	
signature	preserved

• Simple	and	no	changes	to	
the	forwarding	logic	needed

• Can	include	multiple	 hints

• Require	changes	to	
forwarding

• Need	measures	 agains abuse



MP Chasing: Tracing
♢ Use stateful forwarding to bring back 

interests1,2,3,4,5

¡ MP sends interests towards RP to create 
“breadcrumb path” to get interest

¡ Traces can be concatenated3,4

¡ Consumer Interests can take shortcuts

♢ Design choices:
¡ Trace-state-in-FIB1,2,3,4

¡ trace-state-in-PIT5

[1]	D.-h.	Kim,	J.-h.	Kim,	Y.-s.	Kim,	H.-s.	Yoon,	and	I.	Yeom,	“Mobility	support	in	content	centric	networks,”	in	ICN	’12,	2012.	
[2]	L.	Wang,	O.	Waltari,	and	J.	Kangasharju,	“MobiCCN:	Mobility	support	with	greedy	routing	in	Content-Centric	Networks,”	Globecom,	2013.
[3]	D.Han,M.Lee,K.Cho,T.T.Kwon,andY.Choi,“PMC:	Publisher	Mobility	Support	for	Mobile	Broadcasting	in	Content	Centric	Networks,”	ASIA	Future	Internet	2012	Summer	School,	2012.
[4]	J.	Auge	́,	G.	Carofiglio,	G.	Grassi,	L.	Muscariello,	and	G.	Pau,	“Anchor-less	Producer	Mobility	in	ICN,”	in	ACM	ICN’15,	2015,	pp.	189–190.
[5]	Y.	Zhang,	H.	Zhang,	and	L.	Zhang,	“Kite:	A	mobility	support	scheme	for	NDN,”	in	ACM	ICN’14,	2014,	pp.	179–180.
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Data Rendezvous: Data Depot
♢ Move the data generated by MP to a 

“stationary” place1

¡ MP uploads data once it is produced
▷ e.g., using trace-in-PIT upload protocol

¡ Interests for data can take shortcuts
▷ Meet cached data
▷ Cross path with traces

[1]	V.	Jacobson	et	al.,	“Custodian-based	information	sharing,”	IEEE	Communications	Magazine,	vol.	50,	no.	7,	pp.	38–43,	2012.
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Data Rendezvous: Data Spot
♢ “Same” data can be produced by multiple MPs 

“on the spot”
¡ Road traffic monitoring
¡ “/I405/CA /Westwood/traffic/Jan9,2015-8pm”)

♢ Interests “rendezvous” data either via geo-routing 
or through road-side units announcing prefixes 
into the global routing table

[1]	G.	Grassi,	D.	Pesavento,	G.	Pau,	L.	Zhang,	R.	Vuyyuru,	and	R.	Wakikawa,	“VANET	via	Named	Data	Networking,”	in	NoM,	2014.
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D. Data Rendezvous: Data Spot

In some applications, data is associated with a specific
geographical region and can be generated by any MP “on
the spot” (Figure 5). One example is that in the road
traffic applications the data about the road conditions at a
certain location can be generated by any of the cars cur-
rently in this region [16] (“/I405/CA/Westwood/traffic
/Jan9,2015-8pm”). Another example is that a car manufac-
turer collects diagnosis information of a specific car model
within a region [17] (“/US/CA/LosAngeles/diagnosis
/toyota/prius/2009”). Interest forwarding to retrieve such
data can be realized either using a geo-routing or relying
on roadside units to announce the region-specific prefixes in
the routing system. When an MP in the region receives an
interest, it evaluates it, e.g., using current GPS coordinates
and associated cartographical information, and, if conditions
are met, responds with newly produced data. The MP can also
respond to the received interest without additional evaluations,
if the matching data is available in cache, e.g., data that was
previously generated or requested/overheard from others. Once
the MP moves out of the “spot” region, it may no longer
receive interests for the region’s data, which can be responded
by other MPs in the region. Thus, in the data spot approach,
the MP is a producer by chance.

Fig. 5. Conceptual illustration of data spot

V. DISCUSSION

Given the diversity of existing proposals, we discuss the de-
sign tradeoffs from several perspectives related to complexity,
performance, and security implications.

A. Signalling Overhead

Each of the approaches comes with its own signaling cost.
In the mapping-based approaches, the cost is associated with
(1) the MP informing the RV when it moves to a new
PoA, (2) the mapping information retrieval, and (3) additional
overhead in interest packets (i.e., the hint or prepended name).
In the tracing-based approaches, the cost is associated with
(1) the MP continuously sending trace command interests to
keep the trace alive, even if there are no active retrievals of
MP’s data; and (2) additional overhead on routers to keep the
trace state.

Depending on the mobility and data consumption patterns,
the signaling cost can be amortized in different ways. If the
MP have relatively high mobility, the mapping update and
trace maintenance costs will be similar, with potentially high
costs for the mapping information lookup. When MP-produced
data is being actively retrieved, the soft state of the trace can
be kept alive by using data from the MP as signals, so that the
cost could be equalized with the mapping-based approach.

B. Involvement of RVs

With the mapping using a mapping service, consumers can
learn the MP’s PoA name from the RV and send interests di-
rectly toward the MP. Mapping through home agents removes
the need for a global mapping service, however interests and
data packets will flow through the RV, potentially creating
“triangle paths.”

Trace-based solutions have the potential to create “triangle
paths” for data retrieval. Note, however, that in the data depot
solution with tracing, depending on the network topology, an
interest may not go to the depot to retrieve data as it can be
“captured” by the traces and forwarded toward the MP directly.
In addition, the data depot provides long-term storage for the
MP’s data to satisfy later requests from consumers even when
the MP goes offline.

C. Changes to Packet, or to Packet Processing

Interest with hint keeps the data name intact, but requires
changes in the forwarding mechanism. Interest with prepend-
ing name does not change interest forwarding, but changes the
name of requested data.

The data name change leads to several issues. First, if the
data can be retrieved from multiple places, one must decide
which PoA to use to fetch data, eliminating the flexibility for
the network to retrieve data from alternative locations (i.e., the
selected prefix pre-defines the direction the interest must go).
Second, if different consumers choose different PoA names
to retrieve the same data, due to the name change, they will
each fetch a copy from the producer instead of being able to
utilize router caches. Third, NDN allows consumers to retrieve
data using full names (i.e., including the implicit digest),
but prepending PoA names to the data name retrieves an
encapsulated packet which has a different digest. Fourth, there
is also a question of which key to use to sign the encapsulated
data packet. We should clarify that none of these issues are
unsurmountable roadblocks; they either reduce the network
efficiency and/or require additional complexity to handle. We
also note that as names are at the center of NDN design, a
change to data names may have other impacts not listed above.

D. Security Considerations

As we mentioned earlier, the ability to attach a “hint” field in
an interest to carry MP’s PoA name can be abused to direct the
interest to a place of an attacker’s choice and bring back forged
data which gets stored in router caches. One way to mitigate
this denial-of-service through cache poisoning attack is for
routers to pair up [interest, hint] with the retrieved data [6],
[27]. This way, a data packet retrieved by an interest with a
forged link cannot satisfy an interest carrying a different link.

In the tracing-based solutions, precautionary measures are
needed to protect against attackers forging and replaying
the trace interests, e.g., to masquerade victims and eaves-
drop/blackhole interests or poison caches [28]. For example,
the solutions may need to ensure that an interest is forwarded
along a trace only when explicitly requested, to avoid easy
hijacking of regular interests (e.g., if one sends a regular



Tradeoffs of Different 
Approaches

♢ Depot
¡ Hide mobility from all consumers
¡ Still need either mapping or tracing to move data

♢ Mapping
¡ Keep MP movement info at one place only
¡ If lots consumers: everyone has to do lookup

♢ Tracing
¡ All nodes along the path involved, need period refreshes
¡ If no one fetches data, pure overhead
¡ Active data fetching makes it more feasible

♢ Spot
¡ Anybody can send interests directly asking for data
¡ Works for special case applications
¡ May have issues with malicious producers on the spot
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Tradeoffs for Architectural 
Changes

Approach Changes Cost

Mapping + 
hint • Interest format

• Forwarding 
processing

• Increased forwarding complexity
• security mechanisms

• Additional management
• protocol to obtain routable 

names
Mapping + 
name 
prepending

• Optional changes in 
forwarding 
processing (e.g., 
data decap)

• Changed data (e.g., data encap)
• Network forced to forward interests 

towards the selected directions

Trace-in-FIB • Update "tentative" FIB 
when receiving trace 
interests

• Look both FIBs when 
processing ordinary 
interests

• In-network state that needs to be 
refreshed

• pure overhead if no one is 
fetching 

• Potential security complications
• e.g., by creating /google trace

Trace-in-PIT • Use PIT state (trace) 
to forward interests 
when requested

• In-network state that needs to be 
refreshed

• pure overhead if no one is 
fetching
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Summary
♢ Producer mobility requires a means to 

rendezvous interests with data
¡ Routing (scaling issue), mapping, tracing, data depot

♢ Our analysis suggests the need for a 
combination of solutions
¡ data depot + mapping  / tracing
▷ all kinds of depots possible (facebook, company 

data depot, personal home depot)
¡ Mapping / tracing to move data to the depot
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Future work needed
♢ Identify implications and additional costs 

for tracing approaches 
♢ Experiment with different applications 

designs to gain better understanding 
about the tradeoffs
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